
Programs

Experience - Awareness - Reinforcement - Implementation

Human beings learn best through experiences, stories, spaced repetition and taking 
action and especially when they are offered in a fun environment.

We have incorporated and offer all of these learning components to best help your team 
transform and become the cohesive, action oriented team and leaders that you desire.

Experiences are best expressed through our wildly popular cooking team buildings 
and is probably the quickest, most effective way for your team to actually experience 
and feel the benefits of being a high performance team within a two to four hour 
session. Click Here to Learn More... [go to “Experience” below]

Stories shared during Chef Jimʼs keynotes and other speaking engagements, are 
perfect to bring your group to a whole new paradigm of awareness that begins the 
process of group transformation. By first hearing the message, your team and leaders 
are now experiencing within them, a new level of identity that they can choose to adapt.
Click Here to Learn More... [go to “Jim Speaks” page]

Spaced repetition is the same method that we used to learn to walk, to talk, to read, to 
generally absorb new information. This is corner stone of the reinforcement of lessons 
experienced or lessons learned through awareness. Through the use of books and/or 
audio, a reinforcement of new information now becomes permanent! 
Click Here to Learn More... [go to “Products” page]

Implementation now puts what you have learned, absorbed and become, into action. 
Apply what you now know to projects and daily work life to experience more 
satisfaction, more productions and ultimately a more profitable workforce.
Click Here to Learn More... [go to “Team Coaching” page]

Team Building Experiences

Our cooking team buildings are one of the most effective ways for your team to:

1. Build Team Chemistry
2. Get to Know Each Other
3. Build Trust
4. Gain Valuable Personal Insight
5. Understand and Experience Positive Team Interaction



Corporate Culinary Challenge™

Cooking Team Building 3-4 Hours
Group Size: 12-500 Participants
Location: Virtually Anywhere!  

• Hotel & Resort Ballrooms
• Conference Center Rooms
• On-Campus Corporate Cafe Dining Rooms
• Training Rooms, etc...

Background Environment: CEO Chef Customized Music Playlist
Outcome: Multi-Cultural Gourmet Buffet

Our most popular, flagship team building experience!
Create a delicious gourmet meal with no recipes, no kitchen, no training and with the 
people who you work with, you must think thatʼs impossible!
Impossible as it may seem, its true.
Click Here for more details... [go to “Corporate Culinary Challenge” page, add 
page so this list still shows]

Ultimate Cooking Championship™

Cooking Team Building 3-4 Hours
Group Size: 12-500 Participants
Location: Virtually Anywhere!

• Hotel & Resort Ballrooms
• Conference Center Rooms
• On-Campus corporate Cafe Dining Room
• Training Rooms, etc...

Background Environment: CEO Chefʼs Customized Music Playlist
Outcome: Multi-Cultural Gourmet Buffet, Competitive Event

Take the best of the Food Networkʼs Iron Chef and Bravo Channelʼs Top Chef, apply it 
to a team formate and get out of the way as you become the star of your own kitchen 
statium! Intense, fun, and innovative are just some of the words that describe your 
teamʼs experience. Perfect for sales, marketing and executive teamʼs who need that 
slight “edge” to add an interesting element to their team building experience.
Click Here to Contact Us... [go to “Contact Us” form]



Team Tapas™

Cooking Team Building 2-2 1/2 Hours
Group Size: 12- 500 Participants
Location: Virtually Anywhere!

• Hotel & Resort Ballrooms
• Conference Center Rooms
• On-Campus Corporate Cafe Dining Room
• Training Rooms, etc...

Background Environment: CEO Chefʼs Customized Music Playlist
Outcome: Highly Decorated, Passed Appetizers, Tapas or Bite-Sized Morsels on 
Platters, Competitive or Cooperative Team Event

Perfect for organizations and groups that have a tight schedule but want to benefit from 
a cooking team building experience to bond their group. This fits any challenging 
schedule but works best as a late afternoon program that dovetails into the dinner hour.
Because of itʼs unique design, your group experiences the same impact and objectives 
as our other programs, but in half the time.
Click Here to Contact Us... [go to “Contact Us” form]

Feed the Need™

A delicious philanthropic way to build teams and give back to your local community. 
Your teams create additional portions from any of our culinary team buildings programs, 
package them up for travel and have the charitable organization that benefits, pick up 
your culinary creations and share a few words about the benefiting families that youʼre 
feeding.

Your team experiences deep and meaningful transformation, with the additional 
powerful insights of gratitude and responsibility.

Feed the Need™ creates the opportunity to build your organizationʼs team while feeding 
families in need from within the communities you serve. A win for your team, a win for 
some lucky families.
Click Here to Contact Us... [go to “Contact Us” form]



More on Customization...

All of our programs are customized to match your outcomes and training objectives. 
Even though we have some templates of the most popular programs that we offer, each 
team building experience is designed to give you the results that you are looking for 
from your teams. From simply having an engaging fun break from intense meetings, to 
focusing on some of the basic team components. 

The following are a list of other specialty programs:
• Perfect Partners - Chef Meets Sommelier (wine appreciation symposium 

element included)
• Corporate Cake Challenge
• Hospitality Suite “Iron Chef” (designed to “spice” up trade show Hospitality 

Suite entertainment”
• Premier Executive Culinary Challenge
• Full and Multiple Day Retreats

Call now 1-888-308-8326 to check on our availability or click here (this goes to 
contact pageʼs fill-out form)


